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Programming Course Sequence and Prior Knowledge
of Programming Languages:
Do They Affect Students' Grades?
Anne L. Powell
Indiana University
Abstract
Research in the field of education has shown that learning a new skill or subject is enhanced when prior
learning on a similar topic has already taken place. Conversely, articles in the popular press have reported
that object-oriented programming languages are more difficult to learn if the programmer already knows a
non object-oriented language. This study will survey 400 students in Cobol, C++, and Visual Basic to
determine if prior programming courses affect students' grades and if so, if there is an optimal sequence to
learning the languages. Results can be used by IS educators to plan programming course sequence, by
practitioners to design better training programs, and by researchers to further examine cognitive issues
when learning programming languages.

Introduction
Research in the field of education has shown that learning a new skill or subject is enhanced when prior
learning on a similar topic has already taken place (Bower & Hilgard, 1981; Estes, 1970; Harlow, 1949;
Philips & Soltis, 1985). Thus, it should be easier and take less time for a student to learn a programming
language when the student has already learned one. This should then translate into better grades for the
student with programming course experience over the student with no prior programming course
experience.
This study examines the relationship between prior programming course experience and programming
course grades for approximately 400 students at a large mid-western university. The students are enrolled
in at least one of the following programming language courses: Cobol, C++, or Visual Basic. By analyzing
the grades students receive in their current programming course with their prior programming course
experience, it may be possible to develop an optimum order sequencing of courses. However, popular press
sentiment suggests that learning one programming language can actually inhibit learning of a second
language, especially if the first language is non object-oriented and the second language is object-oriented
(Currid, 1992). This study examines these competing views.
It should be noted that this paper is still "work-in-progress." It provides the theoretical foundation for
studying the learning of programming languages, but does not give results. Data is still being collected results will be available from the author in the fall for those interested.

Literature Review and Propositions
Prior Programming Course Experience
According to research in psychology, memory, or the storing of knowledge, is what enhances subsequent
learning on related topics. Memory creates links with concepts already learned, so students are able to
enhance learning of new subjects by association with knowledge already learned and stored in their
memory (Bower & Hilgard, 1981). Similarly, Philips and Soltis (1985) suggest that students learn by
creating an internal representation, or mental map, of the knowledge. When learning new material, the
student retrieves relevant information from his mental map and learns new material quickly and efficiently
by tying it in with what was previously known. As more prior knowledge is accumulated by an individual,
less new learning is needed to attain a similar level of knowledge on a new and related topic (Estes, 1970).
Learning-set theory (Harlow, 1949), for instance, suggests that knowledge is accumulated by practice.

After several practice sessions of solving similar problems, what was originally learned can then be applied
to other related problems. Thus, a basic foundation of knowledge should facilitate future learning.
Researchers studying programmers learning new programming languages or programming functions have
found similar results. In one study, it was found that programmers relied heavily on examples already
worked-out to solve new programming problems (Pirolli & Anderson, 1985). In another study,
programming accuracy was significantly affected by programming experience. Accuracy rates ranged from
19% for novices, to 49% for an intermediate group, and to 83% for an advanced group when learning a new
programming function (Soloway, et al., 1983).
Based on the above literature, the following proposition is given:
P1: Students' with prior programming coursework will have higher grades in their current programming
course than peers who have had no prior programming coursework.

Object-Oriented Course Experience
Cobol is currently embroiled in controversy on whether it should be taught in schools, or if it is hopelessly
obsolete. (Ambler, 1995; Currid, 1992; Newton, 1990; Pursell, 1994). With over 100 billion lines of Cobol
code written, and new enhancements being added to Cobol (McFarland, 1995; Snell, 1992), it's safe to say
that Cobol will be around for quite some time in one form or another. With complexity of application
development increasing with the use of C++ and 4th generation languages like Visual Basic, an advantage
of Cobol is its simplicity. Cobol can be coded easily from programmers' memories because of its structure,
limited syntax, and few reserved words (Snyder, 1995). As long as a Cobol program is written following
standards, any programmer can pick up a program written by someone else and understand it quickly and
easily because of Cobol's use of easy to understand English (Pursell, 1994).
Object-oriented (OO) programming, on the other hand, is described as a totally new way to code,
demanding a new mindset on the part of programmers. Despite the difficulty in converting from a
structured language such as Cobol to an OO language, OO languages such as C++ are in heavy demand
(Adhikari, 1995). The differences in OO code from traditional, structured code have led some authors to
claim that students are better off never learning a structured language like Cobol before learning an OO
language (Currid, 1992). Empirical research on the optimal timing of teaching an OO language has found
mixed results (Manns & Carlson, 1992; Rosson & Alpert, 1990).
The above discussion leads to the second proposition:
P2: Students' who take an OO course before a non-OO course will have higher grades in both courses than
students' who take a non-OO course before an OO course.
Although it is widely believed that learning a non-OO language first inhibits learning an OO language,
research in memory and learning states that having some prior relevant knowledge will allow a person to
learn subsequent related information better and faster, which leads to the following proposition:
P3: Students' taking a non-OO course before an OO course will have higher grades in the OO course than
students' taking an OO course with no prior programming courses.

3GL and 4GL Course Experience
Visual Basic -- a 4th generation, OO, language -- is being touted as the most sought-after development skill
by managers. As with other 4GLs, reasons for its popularity is its versatility (Spain, 1996), simplicity
(Sayles 1990), and rapid development (Hubley, 1992). But with all the hype for 4GLs, the downside is also

present. End-users have been the primary users of 4GLs. Because they do not have experience with
structured coding, 4GL code has had problems with maintainability (Sayles, 1990).
Empirical research indicates that novices produce more accurate code when learning procedural (3rd
generation) languages than when learning non-procedural (4th generation) languages (Welty & Stemple,
1981). This may be because 3GLs are more closely aligned with a person's pre-existing cognitive notions
than 4GLs (Papert, 1980). This leads to the following proposition:
P4: A student learning a 3rd generation OO language first and then a 4th generation OO language will
receive higher grades in the two courses than a student who takes the 4th generation OO language first and
then the 3rd generation OO language.
Based again on the learning and memory research, the last proposition on procedural and non-procedural
languages is as follows:
P5: A student learning a 4th generation OO language and then a 3rd generation OO language will receive
higher grades in the 3rd generation OO language course than a student taking the 3rd generation OO
language course with no prior programming course experience.
Table 1 summarizes the propositions.

Current Project Status
Students enrolled in the programming classes of Cobol, C++, and Visual Basic are being surveyed to obtain
their past programming experience which will then be paired with their final course grade. The
programming languages chosen for this survey are constrained by classes currently being taught at the
university where the study takes place. The sample consists of approximately 110 Cobol students, 120 C++
students, and 150 Visual Basic students. A subset of the data has been collected to be used as a pilot test for
the survey. The remaining data will be collected at the end of the spring 1997 semester.
Preliminary data analysis suggests that the results of this study could be surprising. Regression analysis
indicates that prior programming course experience does NOT have a significant effect on a student's grade
in the Cobol class. Further data analysis will include ANOVA and multiple regression to test for the
influence of other variables such as gender, year in school, and overall GPA.

Contribution and Further Direction
This research has the potential to contribute to IS education, practice, and research. The data collected here
can be used by educators in determining the optimal sequencing of teaching programming languages, if in
fact, there is an optimal sequence. For practitioners, results of the study will provide empirical evidence
either to support or question views in the popular press about learning programming languages. In addition,
practitioners can use the results to design better training programs to reskill
HIGHER GRADES

LOWER GRADES

P1

prior programming course experience

no prior programming course experience

P2

OO course before non-OO course

non-OO course before OO course

P3

non-OO course before OO course

no prior programming course before OO course

P4

3GL, OO course before 4GL, OO course

4GL, OO course before 3GL, OO course

P5

4GL, OO course before 3GL, OO course

no prior programming course before 3GL, OO

course
Table 1: Summary of propositions
their IS programming staffs.
For researchers, this study will open up more questions about the cognitive issues that influence how
programming languages are learned. For instance, one potential research direction would be to examine
how easy or difficult it is for people to think in terms of objects. Are there certain types of people who are
better at this? Another potential research direction is to examine practitioners who have been programming
in the same language for several years and are then required to switch to a different type of programming
language. Will their learning processes by affected by the number of years of programming experience or
will the type of language be more influential? Another potential research direction is to extend this study to
include other programming languages and other methods of measuring learning.
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